Tbis paper describes the development of three dtemative techniques for the classification of syllable stress in fluent speech. They are based an: (I) 
INTRODUCTION
As the dunand for more advanced speech recognition a p p l i c a t i~~~~ increases, there is stmng motivation for providing additional information, such as fiom the "segmental level, to speech plocessing systems. Exoacbng that i n f i o n from continuous speech, utilninp it effectively and " i n g its coatributions auld be important for new Waging applications cucrently under considaation, including the recognition of ~t a I l e o U speech, extracting the meaning of spoken messages and the processing of fluent dialogs.
Prosody is such infomation, m y associated with higher levels of linguistic processing and it provides significant additional details about the speceh signal and the knowledge it conveys, such as word meaning, intonation, rhythm, emotional state, attitudinal state and speaking rate [I] . Prosody encompasses the suprasepad phenomena of speech that extend over regions larger than the underlying colwlumts and vowels [2] . Prosody is perceived by changes m pitch, loudness and segment length 131. A PNlCrpal compment of prosodic shucnw is stress or promiamce. lheunderlyingvmporalstrucnaeofspeechcanbe defined in t a m s of syllables, and therefore syllable stress or promiamce c+mveys impomnt prosodic i n f i o n about a sentence.
Syllable stress results fium a stronger farce that gives syllables more p"inence [4] . W Table 2 , for the different in the PSMS task. Conflicts wae resolved in a co"01l hiddea layer sizes and traming enhancements used. l i " g sesaon.
In order to gauge performance for new speakers and new sentences, biased and unbiased testing sets were formed. The biased set collsisted of new syllables from speakers and sentences used for bamng. The unbmed set contamed syllables !hm sentences and speakers not seen before.
2.

SYLLABLE STRESS CLASSIFIERS
Three dif€erent approaches were developed in orda to address ammtvmistappmach,astochastica~anciaae-based ~~-~~~~d t w o *~c --the stress classification pblan: a For the three stress class recognition task, the rule-based system's ability to dishngcush secondary stress was low and comparable to the probabilistic appmach. For the t w o stress classes task (stress/no-stress) classi6cation performance was better for the biased data set for gender-specific systems, but on the combmed set performance was about the same for both the b W and unbmed sets. Classification perfoxmance for amtext 1-0 was somewhat better than for context 2-0, and the results are summarized in Table 3 for the two stress categories. 
. 1 . Neural Network Classifreation
2.2.
Probabilistic Classification
168.86
The hypothess that stress mformatmn can be useful m speech recogxutvm was finally tested. This was done using a cantrrmous speech recognition, also developed on the TIIvllT database, which provided stnngs of recognized phonemes [ll] . Phoneme recogmtvm performance of the vocalic nuclei of stressed syllables exceed that of unstressed syllables by more than 70%. For the unbiased data that drfference was greatest for the neural network classiiier with 67% and 39% recopnon rates, while for the probabillstx classlfia the respective numbers wexe 64% and 42%. For the hand-labeled syllables the performance difference was even lower (61% and MO/.), suggeshng that the human classifier takes a lot more idomnation into this decision-"g process and does not give the kind of infomation that is appropnate for this task.
4.
SUMMARY
of 8144%. ?he second was a Markov chain which achieved performances between 7840%. These were contrasted with a de-based system which had performances of 67-75%. In a conmuous speech recognition system vowels classified as stressed, using the developed techmques, could be correctly identified 70% more often that those marked as unstressed This infomahon could be used to enhance speech recognition.
